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THE ∞-HARMONIC POTENTIAL IS NOT ALWAYS AN
∞-EIGENFUNCTION
ERIK LINDGREN
Abstract. In this note we prove that there is a convex domain for which the
∞-harmonic potential is not a first ∞-eigenfunction.
This note is devoted to a counter example. For a bounded domain Ω, a non-negative
function u ∈ C(Ω), vanishing on ∂Ω, is said to be a first ∞-eigenfunction if
(1) max
(
Λ− |∇u(x)|
u(x)
,∆∞u(x)
)
= 0 in Ω,
where
∆∞u =
n∑
i,j=1
∂u
∂xi
∂u
∂xj
∂2u
∂xi∂xj
,
is the infinity Laplace operator and
Λ = (sup{r : Br(x) ⊂ Ω for some x ∈ Ω})−1
Equation (1) has to be understood in the viscosity sense. This ∞-eigenvalue prob-
lem arises as the limit of the eigenvalue problem for the p-Laplace operator,
div(|∇u|p−2∇u) + λp|u|p−2u = 0,
and was first studied in [JLM99].
The distance function, δ(x) = dist(x, ∂Ω) and the set where it attains its max-
imum value, the High ridge Γ = {x : δ(x) = maxx δ(x)}, play central roles. In
general, a first ∞-eigenfunction is not unique up to a multiplicative constant (see
[HSY12] for a counter example). However, for certain geometries where δ is the
first ∞-eigenfunction this is indeed the case, see [Yu07]. This includes for instance
the ball and the stadium (the convex hull of two balls with the same radii), but
not the square. In [JLM99], it is shown that δ is not a first ∞-eigenfunction in the
square. It has been suggested that the so-called∞-harmonic potential, the solution
v of
(2)
 ∆∞v = 0 in Ω \ Γ,v = 0 on ∂Ω,
v = 1 on Γ.
is a first ∞-eigenfunction. Indeed, this is true when Ω is a ball or a stadium (cf.
[Yu07]), but it is not known whether this is true or not for the square. Below we
show that there is a convex domain for which the ∞-harmonic potential is not a
first ∞-eigenfunction.
For ε ≥ 0 let
Sε = B1+ε(−1, 0) ∪B1(1, 0) ∪R,
where Br(x) denotes the ball of radius r centered at x and R the region between the
two lines joining the points (−1,±(1+ε)) and (1,±1) (see Figure 1). In particular,
we see that S0 is a stadium, i.e., the convex hull of the set B1(1, 0) ∪ B1(−1, 0).
We note that in Sε, the High ridge consists only of the point (−1, 0) for any ε > 0,
while for ε = 0, it is {(t, 0) : t ∈ [−1, 1]}. This is the key observation.
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Figure 1. Sε
Theorem. For any ε small enough, the ∞-harmonic potential vε in Sε (as defined
in (2)), is not a first ∞-eigenfunction.
Proof. Suppose towards a contradiction that there is a sequence εj → 0, such that
vj = vεj is a first ∞-eigenfunction. Then, since the vj ’s are all first eigenfunc-
tions, they have a uniformly bounded Lipschitz norm, globally in Sεj (any first
∞-eigenfunction minimizes the L∞-Rayleigh quotient). Hence, we can, by the
Arzela-Ascoli theorem, extract a subsequence, again labelled vj , converging uni-
formly to a limit function v0 in S0. By standard arguments for viscosity solutions
it follows that v0 is a first ∞-eigenfunction in S0. From the uniqueness theorem in
[Yu07], we know that v0 = δ and thus v0(1, 0) = 1.
In addition, since ∆∞vj = 0 in Sε \ (−1, 0), it follows that ∆∞v0 = 0 in S0 \
(−1, 0). Then the strong maximum principle for ∞-harmonic functions (see for
instance [LM95]) implies v0(1, 0) < 1, which contradicts v0 = δ. 
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